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Abstract: In this paper we have analyzed the inter-relationship between endogenous

trading bloc formation and innovation of a vertically differentiated good in a three-

country world economy. Trade bloc formation unambiguously increases the endoge-

nous level of innovation by a patent holder monopolist MNC both in absence and pres-

ence of intra-country taste diversity. In the context of formation of a Free Trade Area

(FTA), given the assumption that taste is less dispersed in the poor country relative to

the middle-income country, the rich country is more likely to prefer the middle-income

country over the poor country as its FTA partner when the formation of such FTA is

feasible with or without side-payments. But the poor and middle-income countries will

always prefer to form a customs union between them over FTA with the rich country.

The joint welfare maximizing tariffset by them may be less than the Nash equilibrium

tariffschosen unilaterally by them under no trade bloc formation. Most of these results

are robust with respect to the extent of coverage of different markets by the MNC.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the dynamic gains from forming Free Trade Area (FTA) and

Customs Union (CU) among asymmetric countriesin terms of the effecton innovation

level in the member countries. The asymmetry among countries has been captured
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through per capita incomes and intra-country taste dispersion.

Apart from the conventional static effectslike trade creation and diversion, trade lib-

eralization comes with a bunch of dynamic gains. Baldwin (1992) argues that trade lib-

eralization induces capital (both physical and human) accumulation and using a partial

equilibrium model shows that such dynamic measurable gains from trade liberalization

has a positive effect on growth. Wacziarg (2000) uses a panel of 57 countries over the

period 1970-1989 to find that the rate of physical capital accumulation and technolog-

ical transmission via FDIs ensuing from trade liberalization largely have considerable

positive effect on growth.

Dynamic gains arise from removal of border restrictions on investments that allow

firms to relocate and in the process exploit economies of scale via reduction in transac-

tion costs. Vertical integration in firm level can set a competitive stage for South-South

trade blocs vis-a-vis rest of the world. Schiff and Winters (2003) give a detailed dis-

cussion on the issues of locational advantages, FDIs and knowledge spillovers ensuing

from trade bloc formation. However, regarding inter-member distributional issue they

predict that divergence is more likely for South-South trade blocs. Acharyya (2005)

argues that issues like trans-boundary pollution, environmental standards and efficient

management of environmental resources can also be treated as gains from trade bloc

formation.

But the implication of formation of trade blocs for level of innovation has not been

explored. This is what this paper aims at. Since trade bloc formation combines ele-

ments of both trade liberalization (vis-a-vis members) and trade protection (vis-a-vis

non-members), our analysis can also be related to the vast literature on trade policy im-

pact on R&D and innovation. Effect of unilateral trade liberalization on innovation has

been a long debated issue in the trade theory literature. The cornerstone of the debate

lies in the welfare outcomes ensuing from removal of trade barriers so as to boost R&D

(via increased international competition) vis-a-vis continuation of protectionist regime

so as to insulate domestic industries from more efficient foreign counterparts.

Clemenz (1990) supports the earlier view given a two country two commodity world

economy framework with both monopolistic and duopolistic (Bertrand) market struc-

tures. Clemenz attributes the improvement in R&D to both increased international com-

petition and expanded market size as a country opens up to free trade from an autarkic

regime. However, both direct R&D subsidy and tariffinstruments prove to be welfare

enhancing compared to free trade if the technology gap is initially high. Spencer and

Brander (1983) opt for export subsidy under Cournot market structure instead of R&D

subsidy or tariffinstruments. Dixit (1988), on the other hand, finds that R&D competi-

tion may yield an innovation level higher than the socially optimal R&D level and hence

he argues in favour of tax on R&D investment so as to achieve Pareto optimality.

Baldwin and Forslid (2000) use a two country, two factors of production and two

commodity (one being vertically differentiated) trade model under monopolistic compe-

titionand IRS. They find trade liberalization to be a stimulating factor behind innovation

given iceberg trade costs and one-time cost forinnovation. Ederington and McCalman

(2008), using a dynamic model of firm-level productivity, argue that lowering of trade
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costs help a firm to adopt new technology and hence trade liberalization exerts a positive

impact on innovation. However, Herguera et.al.(2000) find contradictory results using

Voluntary Export Restraint (VER) under a duopolistic (Cournot) market structure. Ban-

dopadhyay and Acharyaa (2006) and Gustafsson and Segerstrom (2010) find conditions

for which trade protection may induce innovation and not liberalization.

Empirical models have also tried to address this issue using different econometric

methods and varied geographical entities. Fontaign et. al. (1998) use panel data for

the European Community over the period 1980-1994 and show that intra-industry trade

in quality has rapidly increased compared to intra-industry trade in variety and inter-

industry trade. Baldwin and Gu (2004) use a probit model on panel data for Canada

over the period 1984-1996 and conclude that trade liberalization enhances innovation

through R&D collaboration.

In contrast to these papers focusing on unilateral trade liberalization, here we con-

sider bilateral and regional trade liberalization through the formation of trading blocs.

The formation of trade blocs had been endogenously determined as we explicitly take

into account choice of countries over free trade area (FTA) and customs union (CU).

Those decisions depend on the innovation level itself and on the ensuing welfare lev-

els. Thus, in a sense, our analysis focuses on inter-relationship between innovation and

trade bloc formation. Another key element that separates out our present analysis from

the existing literature on trade bloc formation and its implications is that we consider

an environment of intra-country taste diversity with consumers differing in their mar-

ginal willingness to pay for the new innovation or quality1. We consider a three-country

world with poor, middle-income and rich countries and a patent holder innovating MNC

belonging to the rich country to establish the following set of results. First, we find that

trade bloc formation unambiguously increases the endogenous level of innovation by a

patent holder monopolist MNC producing a vertically differentiated good both in ab-

sence and presence of intra-country taste diversity. Second, if FTA with rich country is

profitable for all with or without side-payments, given the assumption that taste is less

dispersed in the poor country relative to the middle-income country in a sense defined

later,the rich country is more likely to prefer the middle-income country over the poor

country as its FTA partner. Third, poor and middle-income countries will always pre-

fer to form a customs union between them over FTA with the rich country. The joint

welfare maximizing tariff set by them may be less than the Nash equilibrium tariffs

chosen unilaterally by them under no trade bloc formation which raises the innovation

level. Fourth, most of these results are robust with respect to the extent of coverage of

different markets (partial or full coverage) by the patent holder MNC.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the basic model

and then extend it to the different trading bloc regimes in sub-section 2.2. In section 3

we introduce the case of intra-country taste diversity followed by the options of trading

1 Acharyya and Garcia-Alonso (2008) and Valetti(2006) consider innovation choice by an MNC in pres-

ence of intra-country income disparity and cross-country asymmetry in such a respect. But trade policy

choices, multilateralor bilateral,have not been modeled.
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bloc regimes in sub-sections 3.1. Then we study the feasibility conditions for the en-

forcement of some of the trading bloc regimes in sub-section 3.2. In sub-section 3.3 we

consider the case for CU between the poor and the middle-income countries. In section

4 we check the robustness of the results derived so far. Section 5 then concludes the

paper.

2. THE MODEL

We consider a three country world and denote the three countries as poor (P), middle-

income (M) and rich (R) with respective per-capita income levels being Yp, Ym and

Yr. To start with, we assume no intra-country income and demand dispersion. The

population sizes of the three countries are denoted by Np , Nm and Nr . Suppose all

consumers in country-j have identical tastes(or marginal willingness to pay for quality)

which is captured by the taste parameter aj (j ―P, M and R). We assume that there is a

positive association between income and taste parameter such that ap, < um < ur .

A patent holder Multi-national Corporation (MNC) belongs to the rich country (R)

and produces a vertically differentiated good. Consumers in the jth country have iden-

tical preference for a particular quality of the good innovated by the MNC. The utility

function2 for the representative consumer is given by

Uj = ajs V j = P,M,R (1)

where, otjis the taste parameter for the representative consumer of the yth country and

s is the level of the innovated quality.

The MNC incurs only a sunk cost for innovation and the cost is assumed to be convex

in quality level innovated

c V (2)

We assume that the rich country exports this innovated good to the other two countries

and Pj is assumed to be the price of the differentiated good as sold by the MNC in the

jth market. We further assume that the representative consumer buys only one unit of

this innovated good (one can think of the good to be a consumer durable like a laptop

or television set) or does not buy it at all. Hence, the market participation (or individual

rationality) constraint for the representative consumer is given by

Vj = (ajs - Pj) > 0 (3)

Welfare of the P and M countries equal sum of consumers' surplus and tariffrevenue:

Wk = VkNk + tkPkNk V k = P, M (4a)

whereas, the welfare of the R country equals sum of consumers' surplus and MNC

profit:

WR = VRNR+7t (4b)

where it is the MNC profit.The MNC, being a monopolist, extracts the entire consumer

surplus and sets the price pj = ctjS in the jth market such that Vj = 0. Such a pricing,

2 Similarframework had been used by Choi and Shin(1992).
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on the other hand, also ensures the MNC that units of the good sold in the jth market

will be Nj(j ― P, M, R). Higher prices for which Vj < 0,there is no demand for

this innovated good. Thus, given up < &m < ocr , the MNC price discriminates across

countries.3

Countries P and M produce and export a homogeneous good. But we do not explicitly

model production of such a good as we are not concerned here with trade flows among

countries except for the vertically differetiated good. The homogeneous good can be

taken as the numeraire good, which is produced at constant cost normalized to one.

The good is produced under perfectly competitive conditions everywhere and is traded

freely around the world with the marginal utility being one.4

2.1. The Benchmark Case

We begin with the benchmark case of no trade bloc being formed among the three

countries. Let tp and tM denote the ad-valorem tariff rates that the countries P and M

impose on their respective imports from country R. The tariff rates are chosen unilater-

ally and simultaneously.

The profit function of the monopolist MNC under the benchmark case (as noted by

B in the superscript) is given by

7ii = [(1 - tp)apNP + (1 - tM)aMNm + aRNR]s - -s2 (5)

For any given set of tariffs the MNC chooses the optimal innovation level s* so as to

maximize the profit level which yields the innovation level as

s* = (1 - tp)apNP + (1 - tM)<xMNm + urNr (6)

Since the MNC extracts all surpluses of buyers in country- j, for both countries P and

M, the national welfare level is equal to the tariff revenue accrued to the national gov-

ernment while importing the innovated good from R. We can write the national welfare

level for P and M as

Wk=tkakNks*(k = P,M) (7a)

and for R as

WR =

l-{s*)2

(7b)

which is just the MNC's profit.

Note that the national welfare levels depend on own as well as other country's tariff

level since from (6), s* = s(tp,tM,ocp, ccm, Np, Nm)- This means the unilaterally

optimum tariff levels are inter-dependent . An increase in tM, for example, lowers the

innovation level. The optimum response for the poor country is then to lower its tariff

level which mitigates the disincentive effect of the increase in tM for the MNC and

3 We assume that countries do not allow parallel imports of the innovated good from the low-price markets

so that cross-country price discrimination is feasible. Otherwise, arbitrage through parallel imports would lead

to price convergence across all markets. See Maskus (2001) on a survey of implications of "parallel imports"

(distinguished from illegal imports) in health-care goods and other copyright-protected goods.

4 We thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion.

5 See appendix A.I.
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Figure 1. Nash equilibrium choice of tariffrates.

apNp

tp

such a "gain" in terms of smaller reduction in innovation level overcompensates the

welfare loss for P from lower tp. Thus P country's best-response unilateral tariffis

inversely related to tM- Similar is the best-response unilateral tariffof the M country.

With algebraic details given in the appendix, the unilaterally optimum Nash equilibrium

tarifflevels can be calculated as

fk,B ~ 3
ctkNk

v j P.M.R:k = P.M (8)

Figure 1 illustratesthese Nash equilibrium choice of tariffrates.

Note that for equal country sizes, tp
B >

i*M
B

since ap < cxm- Substitution of (8) in

(6) yields the optimal level of innovation as chosen by the MNC to be

s*B =

±CXjajNj)
(9)

Note that the innovation level depends both on size of the markets, Nj , and the maxi-

mum wiilingness-to-pay, a;-.

Finally, substitution of (8) and (9) in (5) and (7) yields the maximum national welfare

levels as

W^ = -(YtjajNj)1 j = P,M,R;k = P,M (10a)

W| =
^jdjNj)2

(10b)
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2.2. Trading Bloc Options

In this section we consider the possibilitiesof different trading blocs among the coun-

tries.The relevant possibilities are YIArm (FTA between countries R and M), YIArp

(FTA between countries R and P) and CU pm (customs union between countries P and

M). We also consider the case of global free trade (GFT) regime along with. However,

relevant calculations reveal that FTArm and FTArp are not feasible options, as in both

these cases either country P or M won't agree to join a FTA with the rich country6.

This happens due to the fact that the welfare of country-j (which consists only of tariff

revenue) comes down to zero as it joins FTArj and such loss in welfare is more than

the gain in national welfare of the rich country. Given this, the only relevant trade bloc

worth studying is formation of CU between the poor and middle-income countries.

2.2.1. Customs Union between Poor and Middle-income Countries

Given the case that countries P and M forms a customs union among themselves and

impose a common tariffon theirimports from R, the profit function of the MNC remains

the same as given by equation (5) except for the individual tariffsimposed by countries

P and M (t£
B)

being replaced by a common tariff(tcu) . We calculate the optimal tariff

level as set by the customs union members (P and M) by maximizing the joint national

welfare levels of P and M and the tarifflevel turns out to be

tcu 1 VjcijNj

2 Eto^M-

v j P,M,R: k P.M (11)

Comparison of this tariffwith the pre-CU unilaterally optimum tariffrates as defined in

(8) reveals that

tcu
<

2^tp>B ~*~
tu^ (Ha)

For equal sized countries, by the weighted average rule and given otp < oim, tcu <

t*
B.

However, tcu may or may not be larger than t^
B.

That is, the formation of CU

does not necessarily lead to a higher rate of tariffbeing imposed on imports from the

rich country.The following lemma makes a more precise statement:

LEMMA 1. Joint welfare maximizing tariffset by the customs union members is

smaller than both thepre-union unilaterallyoptimum tarifflevels,

Proof. From (7) and (10) itis immediate that,

tcu

Np 2NP

2NM' Nm

aM 2NP

and

tcu

< tM,B lf <
ap

< h,B lf ― >

6 See appendix A.2.

NM

NP

2A^

On theotherhand,tpB>t^Bif^L>^E- Hence, theclaim.
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AT

tp,B > ^M,B

2NP

tcu < f*
1 ~lP,B

> ttt.B

NM

fCU < f*1 ^ lM,B

for Np = Nm is straightforward. The MNC

2NM

Figure 2. Ranking of pre-union and post-union tariffrates.

LEMMA 2. For equal sizedpoor and middle-income countries,Np = Nm,

tCU <tM b <tp b VaM < 2<xp and t*MB < tcu < t*PB V≪M > 2otP .

Proof. It is sufficient to note that the assumption that olm > cep implies that for

equal sized countries, ^ > j^ always holds and thus, tp
B >

t*M
B.

The second part

of the proof follows from Lemma 1. □

The following Figure 2 illustratesthe ranking of pre-union and post-union tariffrates

for different parametric configurations.

The intuition behind t%
B

charges a lower price in poor country because of the lower marginal willingness-to-pay

there (≪/> < cxm). Thus, given the equal size, the same tariffrate yields lower tariff

revenue in poor country. A higher tariffraises tariffrevenue but lowers the innovation

level. However, as evident from (6), increase in tp lowers innovation level less than

does an increase in Im- On the other hand, the P-country government knows that if it

raises tp
B,

the best-response of M-country will be lower its tariffwhich will absorb a

part of disincentive effect of increase in tp
B

on the MNC.

Now, given (11), the optimal innovation level under the CUpm regime can be easily

calculated to be

s*cu =

＼(VjajNj)

> s*B (12)

Once again the intuition is straight forward. As indicated in (lla), the rate of tariff

imposed by the CU-members is smaller than the average pre-union unilaterally optimum

tarifflevels. This encourages the MNC to raise the innovation level.

The joint welfare level of countries P and M turns out to be

Km =
l^jVjNj)2

> (W≫ + W%) (13)

This ranking ensures that even if one of the members experiences welfare loss, the

other member gains more so that a side-payment to compensate for its welfare loss and

thereby enforce the CU is feasible. Note that (13) is sufficient in the above sense for

formation of CU because FTA with R is not a feasible option. Now, as said earlier,
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the welfare level of the rich country is equal to the profit of the MNC. The profit of

the MNC in turn depends on the optimal level of innovation. The higher the level

of innovation, the higher will be the profit of the MNC and hence, the welfare level

of country R. Therefore, by (13), CU/>m raises the welfare level of country R above

the pre-union non-cooperative level. Hence, a customs union between the poor and

the middle-income countries is not only a feasible option but also welfare improving

for the non-member rich country. The source of such welfare improvemnt lies in the

improvement in the innovated quality of the product.

PROPOSITION 1. In this set up, formation of a CU between poor and middle-

income countries is feasible and this raises the innovation and welfare levels in the

rich non-member country.

Proof. Follows from the above discussion. □

2.2.2. Global Free Trade

For completeness of analyses let us consider unilateral free trade policy adopted by

the countries that leads to global free trade (GFT). In such a case itis easy to check that

both the levels of innovation and global welfare turns out to be maximum.

soft = (ZjajNj) > s*cu > 4 (14)

wgf
0L

= ^jajNj)2 > W ohal> Wglobal (15)

However, under GFT national welfare levels for both countries P and M are zero. Hence,

global free trade can only be sustained if country R make side-payments to both coun-

triesP and M.

This result is analogous to optimum tarifftheory of international trade. For a (large)

importing country, an import tariffraises its national welfare above the free trade level

but is not globally optimal since the exporting country loses more. Similar result is

reflected in (15).

3. INTRA-COUNTRY TASTE DIVERSITY

In this section we extend the benchmark model to the case of intra-country income

diversity. We, however, restrict ourselves to the case of two discrete types in each

country. There exists n＼j number of buyers with taste parameter a＼j and nij number of

buyers with taste parameter aij with

aij < a2j V j = P, M, R. (16a)

For the purpose of making comparisons with the above case of no intra-country taste di-

versity,we make a simplifying assumption that national incomes of the countries remain

the same in the two cases, that is,

aijnij + <X2jn2j = cijNjV j (16b)

where n＼j + ≪2y = Nj V j = P, M, R.

This assumption implies that
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UJ = Yljaij + YljUlj => aij < olj < a2j

where, y＼j― ^f is the population share of ai;-class of buyers.

(16c)

Thus the present case can be interpreted essentially as mean-preserving taste disper-

sion in each country. Note that by (16c), income (per-capita) and taste parameter are

stillpositively related if we continue with the assumption oip < olm < oir, which now

means that the population-share weighted average taste parameter is lowest in the poor

country and highest in the rich country. However, in what follows, we need not specify

how the highest (or lowest) taste parameters across countries compare to each other.7

Now, the MNC can serve only the high type buyers (and charge a higher price) or it

can serve both types. Given assumption (16a) one can easily verify that the MNC serves

both types of buyers if8

nij_
^

n2j

≪2j - aij
(17)

Such a result is similar to the profit maximizing separating menu as shown in Acharyya

(1998, 2005). Now, under full market coverage (that is when the MNC serves both the

types), it sets the price PJ ― a＼js*f(j ― P, M , R).

3.1. Trading Bloc Options under Intra-Country Taste Diversity

Like the section (2.2), we again explore the different trading bloc possibilitiesavail-

able to the countries P, M and R and the levels of innovation associated to these various

trading bloc regimes.

3.1.1. Benchmark Case (or FTApm)

To start with we consider the case where P and M imposes ad-valorem tariffon their

imports from R and hence, this situation is equivalent to the case where P and M have a

FTA between them. Given the aforesaid tariffregime and intra-country taste diversity,

the profit function as faced by the monopolist MNC of R can be written as

5rf = [(1 - tp)aipNP + (1 - tM)aiMNm + aiRNR]sf - -sj (18)

Profit maximization yields the optimal level of innovation under full market coverage

given any pair of tariffrates tp and ?m as

sf = [(1 - tp)aipNP + (1 - tM)otiMNm + ohrNr] (19)

Recall that, given the initialbenchmark case involving no intra-country taste diversity,

the welfare functions of the countries P and M consisted of only the tariffrevenues

accrued to the respective national governments. However, now with two types of buyers

in each country, as the MNC caters to both types by charging a uniform price pj ―

ai jSj-, which extracts allthe surpluses from the poor (or low type) consumers, itleaves

the rich (or, the high type) consumers with strictlypositive surplus. The total surplus

accruing to allricher buyers taken together in each country equals

7 We thank an anonymous referee for pointing this out. For example, for our resultsto hold good we need

not assume ≪2F < a2M < a2R> ora＼p < a＼M < (x＼r.

8 See appendix A.3.
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CS* = n2j(oi2j - aij)sf V j = P,M

The national welfare thus now comprises of this consumers surplus and, as before, the

tariffrevenue and hence, can be written as:

W? = tjaijNjSf + n2j((X2j - a＼j)sf V j = P,M (20a)

For the rich country, the national welfare comprises of MNC profit and net surplus of

the high-type buyers

W# = -is/)2 + n2R(a2R - aiR)sf (20b)

Once again, there is strategic inter-dependence of the unilaterally chosen tariffrates.

Welfare maximization yields the Nash equilibrium tariffsset by P and M as:

tBtp

tB -

1

3aipNp

1

3aiMNM

[G - 2n2p(ot,2p- a＼p)+ H2m(oi2m - <xim)]

＼G- iniMiaiM - u＼M) + nopiaip - aip)l

(21a)

(21b)

where, G = (EyAfyaiy); j = P, M, R.

Substitution of the optimal tariffsin (19) yields the optimal level of innovation

Sf=-[G+ ri2M((X2M - ocim) + n2p(a2p - a＼p)] (22)

and the welfare levels of the countries can easily be calculated to be

Wf = (sf)2 V j = P,M (23a)

Wr = Ts*f ＼-G+ ≪2m(≪2m - u＼M) + n2p(a2p - a＼P) + 6n2R(c<2R - ori/j)] (23b)
D J

Few comments are warranted at this point. First,by (16b) innovation level will be lower,

that is, s^ < s*B? The reason is simple. Under full market coverage, the MNC charges

a price according to the marginal willingness-to-pay of the lowest taste (or income)

class, so a mean-preserving taste dispersion lowers the price and hence the return from

innovation for the monopolist. The innovation level is thus smaller.

Second, comparing the welfare levels of the countries it is immediate that welfare

levels will be lower under mean-preserving taste dispersion than under no taste diversity.

This follows from the fact that welfare of the poor and middle-income countries are

proportional to the innovation level, so that lower innovation lowers their welfare. For

rich country, on top of this,the profit margin declines.

3.1.2. Global Free Trade

Again, as under no intra-country taste diversity,in this case also we have maximum

level of innovation under global free trade and the level of innovation turns out to be

sGfFT =G>scfu >sBf (24)

9 See appendix A.4.
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3.2. Feasibility ofFTA Options for Rich Country

In this section we analyze the feasibility of FTA options available to the rich country

R with either of the poor and middle-income states. The intra-country taste diversity

presents a possibility of such FTA formation because though tariffrevenue is lost under

FTA, net surplus of high-type buyers may increase.

3.2.1. Welfare and Innovation Levels under FTArp and FTArm

We startwith the case of YYArp where M imposes an ad-valorem tariffon the imports

from R. Proceeding as before, the tarifflevels set by P (or M) and the ensuing levels of

innovation turn out to be

1

2N;a＼j
[G - n2j(a2j - aij)] i = P, M; j = P, M; i ^ j (25)

where, t?1 is the tariffset by the j th country when R forms an FTA with the i th country.

Note that, as shown in the appendix, t? > 0 implies t?1 > 0.

sf = -[G + n2j(.a2j-aij)] i = P, M; j = P, M; i # j (26)

where, sf is the optimum level of innovation given that R forms an FTA with the /th

country under full market coverage.

Itis easy to check that tpl > t*p.That is, the poor country sets a higher unilateral tariff

on imports from R when R negotiates an FTA with M than when there is no trade bloc.

This result follows from the strategic inter-dependence of tarifflevels discussed earlier

whereby best-response of the poor country to a lowering of tM (which is in factlowered

to zero under FTArm) is to raise its own tariffrate. Similar is the case for FTArp. The

same condition ensures that the innovation level is higher, that is, s^p ― sB, > 0. The

reason for this is that though P raises its tariffwhen an FTA is formed between R and

M, since M removes its tariff,incentives for the MNC rises on the whole to innovate a

higher quality good.

Relevant calculations yield the national wefare levels as

Wfl = (sf)1 i = P, M; j = P, M; i ^ (27)

Wfj = (sRfj)[n2j(a2j - ≪i;)] j = P,M (28)

wRj
VVR j(sjl)[G + ri2j((X2j - aij) + 4n2/?(≪2/? - ≪l/?)]

P, M; / = P, M; / ^ / (29)

Note that W?1 is the welfare of the non-member country-j when FTA is formed be-

tween R and country-/.

3.2.2. Feasibilty Conditions for the Enforcement ofFTARp and FTArm

In this section we move on to analyze and compare the levels of the national welfares

and innovation under the two alternative FTA regimes and for the purpose we make a

simplifying assumption
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ri2p(<X2P- a＼p) < n2M(oi2M - a＼M)
(30)

An interpretation of this condiotion is that for equal-sized Poor and Middle-income

countries (Np = Nm) this implies that yipiuip ― ot＼p) < K2m(≪2m ― ≪im)- That

is, the population size-weighted taste diversity is less in the poor country than in the

middle-income country10.

From (22) and (26) itis readily verifiable11 that

sf >sf and sjM>sBf

10Again from (31a) and using the assumption made in (30) we have

>,?

(31a)

(31b)

which, in turn, implies the following welfare ranking

W*p > W*M > W| (32a)

The above welfare ranking given in (32a) implies that R prefers FTA. This is obvious

because, by forming FTA, it can ensure a larger market in the non-member country for

its MNC and thereby induce it to raise the innovation level. Given (32a) an FTA with

country-j is feasible and relatively profitable for the partner country-j if

W*j + wf >wf + W%Vj = P,M. (32b)

Note that this condition essentially implies that even when FTA is not welfare improving

for country-j, side payments made by R to its FTA partner-that is P in the case of

VYArp and M in the case of FIArm―Io enforce the FTA is feasible. If (32b) holds then

it follows that (W*j - #| ) > {Wf - W*j). The RHS is the side payments to be made

to the trading partner to make it indifferent between accepting the offer of accession

vis-a-vis rejecting it. The LHS, on the other hand, is the welfare gain for R from FTA

with country-j. Hence side payments are feasible if (32b) is satisfied. Now to check

whether (32b) holds or not we proceed as follows.

Recall that, welfare levels of both P and M are the same under the benchmark case

Wp=Wu = (*/)2 (33)

Now, by (30)

W*P ~ W*M = -G[n2p(a2P - alP) - n2M(oi2M - ≪1m)] < 0 (34)

Therfore, combining (32a), (33) and (34) we observe that if W*p + W*p > #| + #|

then it must be that W*M + W*M > Wj* + W^. That is,if side-payments are viable

for FTA with P, then so are for FTA with M. This is because, as shown in the appendix,

{W*M 4- WRM} > (WRP + W*p) (35a)

10 Alternatively,(30) can be written as (<X2p ― a＼p) < j^-^m ~ u＼m)- Hence, for n^p > ≪2M' this

means that absolute tastediversityin Poor country must be less than thatin the Middle-income country.

11 See appendix A.6.

12 So, sjM > sjp if opposite of (30) holds.
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Thus, all we need is to check whether side-payments are viable for FTA with P. How-

ever, this can not be ensured a priori. But that this is viable for certain parametric re-

strictionsis evident from the simulation results shown in the appendix for some specific

values of global population and extent of taste diversity in the rich country.

LEMMA 3. FTA between R and country-j (j = P, M) may be feasible and welfare

improving for certain parametric restrictions on the extent of taste diversity in the poor

and middle-income countries.

So, what follows is that FTA between R and country- j (j = P, M) may or may not

be formed. However, given that, when FTA with P (with side-payments) is feasible, the

FTA with M is also feasible. This leads us to the issue of the preference of R for itsFTA

partner. Of course, when one FTA is feasible and the other is not, the choice of FTA

partner is trivial.Such a choice makes sense when both FTAs (with side-payments) are

feasible.

Assuming that FTAs are feasible, there are two sub-cases. First sub-case is where

FTAs can be enforced without any side-payments. That is the case when W, J >

Wf(j = P,M). Then by (32a), R prefers P over M as the FTA partner. But if

the opposite inequality in (30) holds, then M would have been preferred since in that

case w£M > W%p. The second sub-case is where side-payments are needed, that is,

W?J < W?(j = P, M). By (33) and (34), it is straightforward to check that lower

side-payments will be required for FTA with M:

Wm ~WmM < Wm
wz

But the absolutegain for R islower for FT Arm. However, using (33) and (35a) we have

WrM
~(W≫ -

WMM) > W≪p - (W* - W≪p) (35b)

That is,the gain net of side-payments for R islarger for FTA with M than with P.

PROPOSITION 2. IfFTAs are feasible,then given (30), the rich country willprefer

the poor country as the FTA partner when no side-payments are required to enforce

the FTA. Otherwise, the rich country willprefer the middle-income country as itsFTA

partner.

Proof. Follows from (32a) and (35b) in the two cases (with and without side-

payments). □

3.3. Customs Union between Poor and Middle-Income Countries

An alternativefor the Poor and the Middle-income countriesto forming an FTA with

the Rich country is to form a customs union between them in which they impose a

common tariffon theirimports from R. Joint welfare maximization exerciseyieldsthe

optimal tariffas

lcu = wr;＼-G- ri2p((X2P- a＼p) - ≪2m(≪2m - ≪im)] (36)
ZK

where, K = (a＼PNp + u＼mNm)

Comparing equations(21a), (21b) and (36),it can be easilyverifiedthat
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LtCU < TP "T TM (37)

Thus, the same ranking of pre-union unilaterallychosen Nash equilibrium tariffsand

the common externaltariffof the CU holds as in the case of no tastediversity.

The optimallevel of innovation turnsout to be

sf = -AG + H2m(c(2m - a＼M) + n2p((X2p - a＼P)] (38)

Comparison of equations (22) and (38) readily reveals s^u > s?. Once again the inno-

vation level is higher after formation of CU for the same reason as spelled out earlier:

lower than average of pre-union tariffsencourages the MNC to raise itsinnovation level.

The welfare levels of the countries under the customs union case turn out to be

WPM ― wp + WM ― ^sf >
(39a)

w£u = -SfU[G+n2M((X2M-o!iM)+n2p(oi2P - u＼p) + 2n2R(o(2R - am)] (39b)

Relevant calculations involving national welfare levels reveal that even under the exis-

tence of intra-country taste diversity,both P and M have incentives to form a customs

union. That is, formation of CU between P and M raises their joint national welfare

over that under the benchmark case unambiguously.

wpm > (W* + w£) (39c)

Note that even if one of the members stands to loose through CU compared to its pre-

union welfare level ,(39c) ensures that itis feasible for the other member to make a

side-payment to compensate it for the loss, if any. Now, since FTAs between R and P

and that between R and M are possible, benefit from CU formation accruing to P (and M

as well) is to be weighed against that from the formation of FTAs with the rich country.

However, the same welfare comparison in (39c) suggests that CU would be preferred

by both over an FTA with R when such an FTA is to be enforced by side payments by

R to the partner country.

For example, as argued above, if WpP < Wp, then to enforce FTA with P, the Rich

country must make side-payments that guarantees P the welfare level Wp. Thus, (39c)

would be sufficient to ensure that P and M will prefer CU between themselves over an

FTA with R individually. On the other hand, if WpP > Wp, then no side payment is

required to enforce the FTA. In such a case, the CU will be prefered by P and M over

FTA with R individually if W^ is larger than (WtRi + wf).

Now, it can be easily verified that

Hence,

Wcu - WRj > 0 V j = P,M (40a)

(Wfu + Wfu) - (WtRi + Wf* ) = -^ [n2i (an - cm)]2 > 0

13 Itis not unconditional that W^u > W?. But as we argue, this welfare ranking is not needed for CU to

be jointly welfare improving and thus enforceable through side-payments.
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V i = P, M; j = P, M; i # / (40b)

Therefore,in the case when W.J > W?, (40b) ensures thatCU willbe prefered by P

and M. In such a case (40a) ensures that CU is individually preferred over FTA with R

so that no side-payment is required to enforce CU.

PROPOSITION 3. A mean-preserving taste dispersion does not alter the incentives

for customs union formation for the poor and middle-income countries. The innovation

level is stilllarger as well.

Proof. See appendix A.9. □

4. ROBUSTNESS

In this section we examine how far our results derived above hold when the MNC

does not fully cover the export markets. An obvious polar opposite to the case of full-

coverage of both P and M markets would be catering to only the high types in both these

markets. Of course, this will be the case when distribution of consumers is such that the

inequality in (17) is reversed, that is,

H2j

<
≪2j - aij

(17a)

In such a case, the MNC charges a price Pj in the j-th market where

Pj =a2js Vj = P,M.

Further, for partial coverage in the own-country market as well, the analysis becomes

analogous to the benchmark case of no taste diversity as discussed in section 2. The

equilibrium innovation and welfare levels are summarized in the following table.

Hence, the results obtained under the assumption of universal partial coverage (that

Table 1. Innovation and Global Welfare Levels under Universal PartialCoverage

Regime Innovation Level Global Welfare Level

GFT K
1 9
2K

Benchmark (or,FTApm) ＼K
5 9

is*

FTArm V *2

FTArp ＼K 3 ,
8*

CUpm ＼K 3 ,
8*

K =Z>2;≪2; v ; = P,M,R
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Table 2. Summary of the Cases with differentCombinations of Partialand Full Coverage

Extent of

Market

Coverage*

Innovation Levels
FATRj

(/ = P, M)

Choice of

FTA Partner

byR
CUPM

p,f,f
GFT CU _ RP RM B

spff > sPff ~ sPff > spff > V/

Both FTARP

and FTARM

are

conditionally

feasible.

M is preferred to P.

CVpm

preferred

by both P

andM.

p.p. f GFT CU _ RP _ RM B
Sppf > Sppf ~ SPPf ~ SPPf > SPPf

Both FTARP

and FTARM

are

conditionally

feasible.

Indifferent.

CUpm

preferred

by both P

andM.

p.f.p GFT CU _ RP RM B
Sp.fp > SP.fp ~ SP.fp > SP.fp > SP.fp

FTAflp is not

feasible.

FTArM is

conditionally

feasible.

CVpm

preferred

by both P

andM.

f.p.p
GFT CU _ RM RP B

Sfpp > S/PP ~ SfPP > SfPP > S/PP

FTARAf is

not feasible.

FTARP is

conditionally

feasible.

CVpm

preferred

by both P

andM.

f,f,p
GFT CU RP RM B

Sffp > Sffp > Sffp > Sffp > V/P

Both FTARP

and FTARM

are

conditionally

feasible.

M is preferred to P.

CUpm

preferred

by both P

andM.

* f = Ml coverage; p = partialcoverage. For example, (p, f,p) implies partialcoverage in P and R and full coverage in M

and so on.

is when the MNC serves only to the high types in all the markets) corroborate to the

claims made under propositions 1 and 3. However, now the global welfare level is the

same under FTArp, FTArm and CUpm-

One interesting case of partial market coverage is the case when the MNC serves

both types in P and R but only the high type in M. Given there is no cost for innovation

except for the sunk cost, as defined in (2), the MNC will serve all the markets with the

same quality. The results differ from both the cases where the MNC opts for universal

full coverage and where it opts for universal partial coverage. The innovation levels

under different regimes can be ranked unambiguously as follows:

(41)

where, sub-script "fpf' stands for partial coverage in M and full coverage in P and

R and the super-scripts depict the different trade regimes as discussed earlier in the

paper. Formation of CU between P and M remains the best option for both the poor and

middle-income countries as compared to the unilateral tariffregime or FTAs with the

rich country. Hence, our claims, as given in propositions 1 and 3, are corroborated.
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Composition of FTA Partners of High Income
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Figure 3. DistributionofMembers ofBilateralFTAs by High-income Countries.

However, in this particular case of partial coverage of markets by the MNC, the result

given in (35a) regarding preference of the rich country in choosing its FTA partner,

is reversed and such a decision on the part of the rich country is independent of the

assumption regarding taste diversity given in (30). That is, the rich country will prefer

to have the poor country as its bilateral FTA partner compared to the middle-income

country. Hence, this resultis just the opposite of what we have earlier derived under the

case of universal full coverage as given in (35a).

Apart from the two polar opposite cases of universal full coverage and universal par-

tial coverage and the case discussed above, there are other cases where (17) does not

hold for all the countries. The innovation levels and feasibility of formation of trade

blocs in allthese cases are summarized in Table 2.

These results corroborate, to some extent, to what can be observed regarding the

types of FTAs that are being negotiated and signed. Out of 226 implemented bilateral

FTAs formed by 19 high income nations, FTAs with Upper-middle income countries

and those with Lower and Lower-middle income countries clubbed together are more

or less the same in number. Whereas, number of FTAs with Lower-middle and Upper-

middle countries clubbed together is larger than those with the High income countries.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have analyzed the inter-relationship between endogenous trading

bloc formation and innovation of a vertically differentiated good in a three-country

world economy. In the benchmark model with no intra-country taste diversity, the level
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of innovation is maximum under global free trade regime, though, the possibility seems

to be an unlikely outcome given the assumptions of the model. Customs union between

the poor and the middle-income countries is a feasible solution and the level of innova-

tion is also higher than that under the rest of the possible regimes. The innovation levels

under trade bloc formation seem to corroborate with the stream of relevant literature

that argue trade liberalization favours innovation.

The basic findings remain more or less the same given the presence of intra-country

taste diversity. Intra-country taste diversity also opens up the issue of the extent of

market coverage in each country. What we observe is that in cases like universal full

market coverage, the FTA between the rich country and poor or middle-income country

(which was infeasible under the assumption of no intra-country taste diversity) may be

feasible with side-payments by the rich country to its partner. However, in all cases of

market coverage customs union between P and M remains to be the preferred trade bloc

option. An interesting result obtained in this context is that the joint welfare maximizing

customs union tariff may be less than the Nash equilibrium tariffschosen unilaterally

by them under no trade bloc formation.

Two interesting extensions constitute our future research agenda. First is to allow

for parallel imports of the innovated good, which limits the scope of cross-country price

discrimination by the patent holder MNC. With increasing number of countries allowing

parallel imports, it may be worthwhile to examine robustness of our results in such a

context. Second, following the literature on union formation [such as Gatsios and Karp

(1991)], a delegation game between potential union members may be considered to

examine itsimplications for post-union innovation level and consequently, on the choice

of union formation itself.
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Appendices

a. 1. best-response tariff function of country-p and unilaterally

optimum nash equilibrium tariff levels

From (6) we have s* = (1 - tP)aPNP + (1 - tM)uMNm + ccrNr

From (7a) we have Wp = tpapNps*

Hence we have Wp ― tpapNp[(l ― tp)apNp + (1 ― tM)ciMNm + urNr]

As a result, the firstorder condition obtained while choosing the national welfare

maximizing tariffrate yields

8WP v^

―― = 0 =>■ itpapNp + tM(XMNM = > oijNj
dtp *■―'

Hence, when tM = 0 we have t* = i^WJ andfor?M = ^^ we have t*p= 0.

Now, tp = (HajNj ― tMdMNM)/'2oipNp gives the best-response function for

country-P given any tariffrate set by country-M. Similarly, for country-M we get the

best-response function to be

tM = y^oijNj - tpapNpj /2aMNM

Solving the above two best-response functions we get the Nash equilibrium tarifflevels

to be

t*
_ 1

B = 3
UkNk

V j P.M.R k P.M

A.2. INFEASIBILITY OF FTA/?m AND FTArp

Given thecaseofYTArm we have-
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Hence, the jointwelfare of the bloc turns out to be-

(WR +WM ) = -(Zjajtij)

However, under the benchmark case we have -

(W# + <) =
^(Eyow)2

> (<M + W≪M)

Hence, R can not make enough side-payments to M as compared to the benchmark level

of welfare M had, and M willnot agree tojoin FTArm-

Given the case of FTArp we have-

W≪p =0

Hence, the jointwelfare of the bloc turns out to be -

(W≪p + W≪p) =
^(Xj(Xjnj)2

However, under the benchmark case we have -

(W* + Wf) =
^jajnj)2

> (W≪p + W*p)

Hence, R can not make enough side-payments to P as compared to the benchmark level

of welfare P had, and P willnot agree tojoin FTA#/>.

A.3. CONDITION FOR MNC SERVING BOTH TYPES

If the MNC chooses to serve both the high and low type buyers then it will face the

profit function

JTf = NjP(-l-s}

where, P■ = ot＼jSf

Profitmaximization yieldsthe optimalinnovation level to be

s*f= Njaij

Now, if the MNC chooses to serve only the high type in each market thenit willface

the profitfunction

P
1

2
JTp=n2jPj --sp

where, Pp- = W2jSp

In this case the optimal innovation level turns out to be

s* = n2jd2j

Now, the MNC serves both types if n /■> np that is,

nij_
^

n2j

oilj-aw

aij
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A.4. PROOF Sj < s^

From (8) we have s^ = ＼(HjUjNj)

From (22) we have s^ = ＼[G + ≪2m(≪2m ―≪im) + ri2p{ot2p―dip)]

Expanding equation(22) and subtracting(8) from itwe have

>f SB

1
-(aipNp + o.＼mNm + ccirNr + ≪2m≪2m - ≪im≫2m

+ o>2Pti2P- aipri2p - apNp - aMNM - (XrNr)

Using (16b) in the above equation we have

-- ((X2Rri2R) < 0

Given (25) we have tf = 2NlaiP tG ~≪2p(≪2p- aip)]

Again from (21a) we have t*p= 3c(lpNp[G - 2nip (≪2F- ≪if) + ^2m(q^2m - ≪im)]

Hence, ^* - ^ = 6q!J^ [<? - 2≪2m(≪2M - ≪im) + n2p(aip - a＼p)] > 0 since

from (21b) we have t^ = 3ai^NM [G - 2≪2m(≪2m ―<xim) +ri2p((X2P - a＼p)]

A.6. COMPARISON OF INNOVATION LEVELS UNDER INTRA-COUNTRY TASTE

DIVERSITY

From (22) we have the level of innovation under the benchmark case given intra-

country tastediversityto be

E
1

sf = -＼G + ≪2m(≪2m - <xim) + ti2p(a2p - a＼p)]

where, G = (£;-N,-a1;-);j = P, M, R.

From (26) we have thelevels ofinnovation under the FTArp and VTArm regimes to

be respectively

R PSf = -[G + ri2M((X2M ―<xim)]

sjM = -[G + n2p(a2P-onP)]

Hence, we have

s*fP - sBf = -＼G + ti2M((X2M - <xim) - 2n2p(a2p - a＼p)] = -Npa＼Ptp
J J D 2

Therefore,(sfp - sf) > 0 if tf > 0

Now, f£ < 0 if

2(≪2P ―Qfip)ti2p > G which is unlikely.

Therefore, tjf> 0 and we have (sfp ―sj) > 0

Similarly,we can easilyprove
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(s*M-s*)>0

Again givenassumption(30) we have

(sfM-sfp)<0

Hence, combining theaboveresultswe have

>,?

A.7. PROOF OF INEQUALITY GIVEN IN 35(A)

Let A = (W*M + W*M) - (W*p + W*p)

i[ (,r)2 - (*rf ]+(v"0 c+≫) - (v") <^+^

where, p ―(olip―a＼p)n2p,m ―(≪2m ―≪im)≪2m and r = (oi2R ―a＼R)n2R.

Now, from (26) and (30) we have sRM = ＼{G + p), sRP = ＼{G + m) and p < m

.-. A = - (m - p) (2G - p - m - 4r)
8

Now, (2G - p - m - 4r) = (G - p - m - r) + (G - 3r)

(A)

From(17) wehaveaiyniy > ((X2j―(xij)n2j- Using this we have (G ―p―m―r) > 0

As (m ― p) > 0, from (A) we can prove that A > 0 if 0 > 0 where, @ ― (G ― 3r).

0 = (G - 3r) = a＼pNp + <x＼MNM + uirNr - 3≪2/?(≪2/?- oc＼r)

= aipNp + a＼MNM + chrti2r - 2ri2R (aiR - <xir) + P

where, p = a＼Rn＼R - (a2R - am) u2r > 0

= aipNp + ccimNm + 3ai/?≪2/? - 2a2Rn2R + P

Hence, 0 < 0 if 2a2Rti2R > (a＼pNp + oiimNm + 3ai/?≪2/?+ iS) which is unlikely,

Therefore, 0 > 0 and A > 0.

A.8. SIMULATION RESULTS

Let AW = (W*p + W*p) - (#£ + W|). Using (23a), (23b), (28) and (29) we

have

A W = - (G + m - 2p) r + ― (-G2 - m2 - 4p2 - 2Gm + 4G^ + 4pm)
6 24

Let, a＼p = a＼M = oiir = 1, that is, the lower taste parameter is the same in allthe

countries and equal to 1. Using this we have G = S;-Af/ = N.

CASE-1: Let N =90,r = 10

A W = 4p2 + m2 + 140m - 280/? - 4/?m + 4500

Now plot AW = 0 curve in the (/?, m) space to find out the feasible range of VTArp.

Note that p and m must be positive and less than N = 90. This is because by (17)

aipnip > (u2p ― oi＼p)ti2p =^ 0L＼pn＼p > p => p < n＼p and n＼p < N = 90.
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The AW = 0 curve is a positivelysloped curve because along AW = 0 we have

dm 280 + Am - 8p

dp 140 + 2m - 4p
2> 0

Its position, however, is ambiguous since, for m = 0, we have

A W = 0 => Ap1 - 280p + 4500 = 0

which implies that AW = 0 has two roots: p = 25, p = 45. These roots actually

indicate the horizontal intercepts of the A W = 0 curve. But by (30) p < m so that

the relevant region lies above the p ― m line and this rules out the A W ― 0 curve

emanating from p = 45.

Now, to identify the A W > 0 region, which is our target region as it implies that

VTArp is possible, we examine the sign of ^j^- in the region below and above the

AW =0 line:
8
― AW = 8p -4m -280
8p

The sign is ambiguous and hence we plot f- A = 0 line with the following properties.

Along the f- AW =01ine§^ =2 > 0 and form = Owe have j-AW =0atp" =35.

Thus, j-AW ―0 line has same slope as the relevant AW ― 0 line and lies to the right

of it.

We now have three regions labeled I, II and III.In regions I and II, ^j^- < 0 and in

region III, ^j^- > 0. Given this,consider region I to the left of A W ― 0 line. For any

100

90

m

0 25 35

Figure 4. Feasibilityof FTA^p-Case 1.

90 100

p
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m

100

90

o
15 30

p

90 100

Figure 5. FeasibilityofFTArp -Case 2.

given m, value of p in this region is smaller than the value of p for which A W = 0.

j-AW > 0 in this region I means A W < 0. In region II, p is larger than the value of p

for which AW ― 0. Hence, given j-AW > 0 in this region it means that AW > 0. In

region III, ^- < 0 and hence, AW < 0.

Hence, given any combination of (p, m) in the region II,YIArp (and hence YIArm)

is feasible.

Figures 5 and 6 similarly indentify region II as the feasible region for FTA for other

sets of values of r, that is, the extent of taste diversity in country-R.

CASE-2: Let N = 90, r = 15

AW = 4p2 + m2 + 120m - 240 p - 4pm + 2700

CASE-3: Let N = 90, r = 20

AW = 4p2 + m2 + 100m - 200p - 4pm + 900

A.9. WELFARE COMPARISONS

Joint welfare level of P and M under customs union as given in (39a) is

WPM = WP +WM = 0/ )

where, scfu =
＼[G +

≪2m(≪2m - ≪im) + fi2p((X2P - oc＼P)]

Now, welafre levels of P and M separately under the benchmark case as given in (23a)

are
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90
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90

Figure6. FeasibilityofFTARP -Case3

Wf = (sf)2 V j = PM

where, sBf =
＼＼G+

≪2m(≪2m - a＼M) + n2p((X2P - aip)]

Putting,K = [G + ≪2m(<*2m - ≪im) + n2p(a>2p - aip)] we have

^S =
^2

and W* + W*=^K2

Therefore,

WPM ~W* + ^M) =
(^ 2

~ 9

W
>0

100

p
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